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Editorial:

The Money
Situ_ation
The North Central Accrediting
Association (NCAA) has requested a
two-year interim report from
University President Ferrel Heady. In
his annual report Heady interpreted
this demand as a warning that UNM
could lose accreditation of its
doctoral programs, or be dropped to
provisional status within two years.
The most recent review by the
NCAA cited inadequate funding,

"institutional autonomy," library
services and holdings, and
"administrative 1decision-making
procedures" as areas of weakness at
the University. The biggest bugaboo,
of course, is the criticism of
inadequate funding. The source of
many of the University's problems
could be cleared up if only we had
the money.
The legislature has bitched and
moaned about the University to the
point that many of us are sick of
hearing about the ''campus turmoil,"
and the strong refrains of "why
don't those students down there stop
causing trouble and start studying ...
after all, a university is a place for
learning." My god, how all of us
down here would like to start
studying-if Amly we could find the
proper books in the library. And we
would be far more enthusiastic about
our courses if we didn't have to sit in
a classroom with too few desks and
too many students. It would be nice
if the University had the money to
hire more and better professors, and
build more and better classroom
facilities.
What the guys in Santa Fe don't
seem to realize, or have not yet

allowed to seep into their brains, is
that all of us at UNM are here to get
an education. But we are constantly
frustrated at every turn. . . and
money or the lack of money to
make' a better educational
institution, might be what is holding
up all of us prospective scholars.
The tone of the NCAA report
indicated that the NCAA feels that
the Board of Education (BEF) is the
biggest stumbling block when the
University requests funds from the
state. What is really disheartening
when the budgeting process in New
Mexico is reviewed is that the BEF
seems more willing than the general
legislature to give UNM needed
funding. But even they don't seem to
understand that when a state creates
an educational institution, and when
a state wants that institution to be a
good educator, money, and plenty of
it, is needed.
An educational institution does
not reach one level, and remain
stagnant on that level. Universities
need money to grow and keep
abreast of the changing times and
attitudes. Not only the graduate
program, but the undergraduate
program, have to be constantly

By SKIP BALL
Reprinted from the Colorndo Daily
"The employing class and the
working class have nothing in
common''-International Workers of
the World (IWW) preamble, 1905.
It has been with great reservation
that students have traditionally
approached what rhetoric has
dubbed "the workers," the
proletariat. Friends are advised not
to speak out and to cut their hair
when they go to work.
"The workers," so the myth goes,
"are all fascists, well off and happy
with the lot-Marx was wrong." And
so when I found a job working on a
pipeline I cut my hair and prepared
for a summer of disillusion.
A pipeline, unlike a factory, is not
confined to a building but to a job.
Depending on the size of the
operation a "spread" will normally
require about 400 workers, ranging
from heavy machine operators,
welders and truck drivers to laborers
and unskilled construction workers.
Each trade has its own union.
Thus there was a laborers' union, an
operators' union, a welders' union
and the Teamsters for the truck
drivers_
It would appear, and many·
wealthy businessmen would have us
believe, that the workers have from
such unions strength, a lot of power.
Power that works against the
interests of the employer, and thus
against the economy.
There is one small problem--the
unions are corrupt. 'rhe two men

feel the war is right.
Most of the workers however,
think that "niggers aren't worth a
damn" and that their tax dollars go
for welfare. That belief is not a
strong one, and one which I refused
to remain silent over. More often
than not people I talked to had
almost verbatim, the same argument
and gave it up with very little
opposition. Taylor even started
referring to blacks as blacks and 3ven
chewed out a friend of his in front of
me for attacking students. "They c:tre
just trying to keep us apart so we
won't realize that the students and
blacks rioting are complaining about
the same things we are."
Young workers are different. I
have yet to meet one on the pipeline
who had not smoked dope or
"dropped" something. Most were
regular users. Almost none were
racists, but, some were still clinging
to male chauvinism, though this is
declining. The parents are much less
contemptuous of their rebellious
children. They do not hold on to
their culture very strongly.
The culture I observed consisted
of making money, drinking and sex.
There isn't time to do much else.
The Wisconsin locals enjoy fishing
and riding snowmobiles on top of
the three essentials. In the time Marx
was observing the workers in
Manchester, the workers drank away
their misery in the local gin house,
America with the highest standard of
living in the world hasn't changed
things a whole lot.
The workers are far from being
lifeless or empty. They possess the
quality yoga calls "life force," that
James Baldwin refers to as "being
present, in every sense." This is why
they cannot be liberals. They do not
have time for facades or games. They
are going to go all the way with
whatever belief they hold.
It is the quality, this strength of
spirit that gave me the most hope
and the most confidence. In fact, I
felt much more optimistic in the
land of what liberals would have· us
believe are fascists, than I have ever
felt talking to or with those
sympathetic liberals.
It is about time that we believe
our attacks on the middle and upper
class ethic and stop trying to
organize our parents, and instead
look to the people who count, those
who have nothing to lose and much
to gain.
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Agnew Blasts Growing Drug Cultureo

revamped and expanded in order to
make the university more responsive
to the needs of its graduates and its
-supporting community. UNM has
not yet received the money to meet
either the needs of its graduates or
the state adequately. While we have
expanded our programs and
degree-granting facilities, our
appropriation has not kept up with
the expansion.
Because of the state's hesitancy in
meeting the University's monitary
needs, the state has abrogated its
duties to both the people and the
institution. One would be lead to
believe that once a state creates an
educational institution, that
institution will be given the money
to remain alive and well, rather than
remain a political battering ram with
inadequate funding. Unless the BEF
and the legislature are willing and
able to meet their fiscal
responsibility in regard to the
University; the NCAA might just
take away our accreditation, and the
state will be left with nothing more
than a lot of land, some nice
buildings, and no students.

The cream of New Mexico's Republican crop
swell Republican coffexs in states which are high
will greet Vice· President Spiro Agnew when he
on GOP lists for victory in November.
arrives in Albuquerque today at 12:15 on a flight
A UPI report of Agnew's speech in Las Vegas
from Las Vegas, Nev.
follows:
Agnew, who assailed the growing U.S. drug
culture in a speech last night in Las Vegas (see
By MYRAM BORDERS
accompanying UPI story), will be met at the
LAS VEGAS, Nev. UPI-Vice President Sph·o
Sunport by Gov. David Cargo and a host of GOP
T. Agnew assailed entertainers, parents,
leaders.
broadcasters and the press Monday for helping to
Included in the welcoming group are GOP
foster-·mostly unwittingly a spreading drug
senato1ial candidate Anderson Carter, Republican
culture in the United States.
gubemat01ial hopeful, Pete Domenici, U.S. Reps.
Because adults have not listened carefully or
Manuel Lujan and Ed Foreman, and Bob
looked closely at the music, movies and
Davidson, state cha:ixman of the Republican
underground publications of the youth culture,
Party.
Agnew said, "blatant drug-culture propaganda"
Following his aJ.Tival Agnew will motorcade to
has pervaded the nation.
the Hilton Hotel, hold a brief news-conference
Good Clean Fun
and spend the remainder of the afternoon
Speaking at a $100-a-plate dinner for Nevada
"working."
Republican political candidates, Agnew said that
Republican officials have estimated that 1000
"all the while that this brainwashing has been
persons will attend Agnew's $100-a-plate dinner
going on, most of us have regarded it as good,
and speech at the Civic Auditorium. The speech,
clean, noisy fun."
expected to center around the slumping American
Agnew said that by drug culture he meant not
economy, will be delivered at 8:30 p.m. A "social
only actual users, but "those who are adopting
hour" will precede the talk and a "dance" will
'escape' as a way of life, who seek a release from
follow lasting from 10 until midnight.
human responsibility by pretending there is a
Republican loyalists have been busy this week
world other than the real world."
preparing Agnew's welcome. According to a
"There are millions of Americans, young and
Republican Party press release Agnew will be · old, who believe that if the music is loud enough,
greeted in Albuquerque by a "throng of poster
the diStractions strong enough, the sedatives or
and flag wavers." The release also says "a group
stimulants active enough, they will drown out
of Albuquerque young Republicans have put
their frustrations and loneliness," he said.
together a mass of welcoming signs which read
"By yielding to pressure to conform from their
'This Is Agnew Land,' 'We Love You Agnew' and
friends, they are creating a rigid establishment of
'Sic Urn Spiro."
their own, building an altar to alienation."
Agnew's visit to Albuquerque is his first and is
Agnew cited popular folk-rock song lyrics
part of a week-long speaking tour designed to
containing words such as high, stoned, grass and

Sarah Laidlaw

Students and W orl~ers:
Coming Together
who are most important to the
workers, the business agent who gets
the job, and the steward, who is on
the job, are both appointed by the
union president. They are also both
very vulnerable to bribes from the
management of the company.
Essentially the unions are glorified
employment services working from
the employer, most often
collaborating against the workers.
From the yard to the actual job
was 70 miles. I rode there with a
man I shall call Taylor. Taylor has
been operating for 20 years. He is a
veteran pipeliner and has run
everything possible on the pipeline.
When he started 20 years ago he was
making $3 an hour and made more
than he is making now at $6.32 an
hour. Needless to say he is skeptical
of wage demands.
Taylor lives in Madison, Wis. He
cannot w9rk there though because
the business agent doesn't like him.
Taylor complains about bought-off
stewards, and bought-off business
agents don't like it.
The union oppression was mild,
though. Every week the government
soaks up one fourth of Taylor's pay
check, leaving him and his family
with $200 a week.
He does not work pipeline in
winter. The money he made went
not only to his family in Madison,
but, since he had to work so far from
home, to hotel bills, eating out all
the time and to a normally large
drinking bill. Add insurance
payments and other taxes to that
and it makes not only for a cold
winter, but a cold summer, too.
So, discard the myth that workers
are well off. They are definitely not
getting fat off America. They are
getting screwed and know it.
Taylor, among other things, thinks
that the wage system must go, and
the production should be for the
producers. He feels that the Vietnam
war is economically motivated and
thus is wrong.
As he puts it, "The government
and the unions have gone so far from
the people that they are going to ·
rebel in 10 years and then there
aren't going to be any more
corporations-just one big
corporation for the people."
He is just one person, but he
ismore of a rule than an exception.1t
is generally held belief that the
Vietnam war ill a • profit-making
venture, whether or not individuals
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acid as evidence of drug culture propaganda, but
said he was not suggesting there was any
conspiracy by the pop music world to spread it.
He said that at its best, popular. music was
"complex and exciting" and deserved attention,
but the "cumulative impact of some of their work
advances the wrong cause."
The older generation, with its use of alcohol,
sleeping drugs and pep pills helped set the stage
for the drug culture phenomenon, Agnew said,
and broadcasters who air drug oriented music a11'1
publishers who glamorize the drug scene are
making matters worse.
While some publishers and broadcasters are
doing a great deal to counter drug abuse with
countervailing views, Agnew said, "far too many
producers and editors are still succumbing to the
temptation of the sensational, and playing right
into the hands of the drug culture."
The Vice President said voters could help
counter the drug culture this fall by electing
Republicans who will stand with President Nixon
in his fight against drug abuse and crime.
Earlier, in a planeside speech, Agnew said the
silent majority would roust the small band of
radical liberals in Congress this November.
Agnew, surrounded by secret service and
uniformed sheriff's deputies, told a reported
crowd of more than 5000 persons in this
gambling resort, that the respect for Congress was
the lowest in five years.
The voice of the silent majority will be heard in
Nevada and across the country," said the Vk~
President.
"The paramount issue is whether a little band
of radical liberals succeeds in frustrating the
majority."
----·----
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Pickens Calls For Library Shakeup
GSA President Slams 1nefficency, Sloppiness at Zimmerman

The workers are angry. They wlil
go to Spiro Agnew if WP do not gE>t
off our splfish studPnt trips and get
out and talk to our brothers and
sisters who didn't make it into the
universities but who are being used,
dehumanized, desexualized, by the
same American obscenity we have
been fighting.
This means much self sacrifice. We
have long been devoted to the
rehumanizing of our own lives. We
have done so far too often at the
expense of many other people. Just
as we attacked those who would
"touch tmd love" in a country club
that excluded blacks, for being
racists, we must now criticize
ourselves while not only the peasants
of Latin America and Vietnam but
also our own working class are
oppressed.
And that means going to the
building sites and the factories and
working (or at least staying a while)
even if for a short time. It means
meeting, again, reality. Students can
not just "relate'' to the "workers,"
they must meet them and accept
them. Students can help in strikes
and they can talk to the workers
about student demands. They must,
above all, listen. We can only go so
far with foreign policy issues.
Stokely Carmichael told us a long
time ago to stop trying to be black, .
"help" blacks and look to our own
oppression. It is time we took that
advice and spread out from the ivory
towm:s, for we too have been guilty
Of preserving theu· .::tutonomy.

By MICHAEL BLAKE
Guiding the Graduate Student
Association at UNM this year is
Bill Pickens, a man who knows
our tangled administrative ropes
as well as any student on campus.
Pickens is top man in the
organization that serves UNM's
oft forgotten contingent of
graduate students (about 3000
strong) but he comes on quiet and
reserved in an era that is
producing student leaders with a
more flamboyant style.
Pickens is definitely a moderate
but the label doesn't always stick.
Although he takes a traditional
approach to solving problems
(working through the system)
Pickens has had an excellent track
record in terms of getting the job
done. His energy and
aggressiveness in tackling
problems coupled with an
amazingly clear understanding of
the University super-structure has
allowed Pickens to succeed when
others have failed.
Don't be fooled if the above
profile sounds somewhat staid. He
used the word "reform" instead
ot' "revolution" but depending on
the issue Pickens is capable of
acting downright radical.
All- University Governance for
example (Pickens has fought long
and hard for it) is a headache that
Pickens is not likely to
compromise on. Nor is he likely
to buy any amount of poppycock
or pussyfooting on the question
of library reform.
Pickens talked about UNM's
hassles in an interview with the
Lobo which follows:
I'

II

I

LOBO: What's the toughest
problem you've had running the
GSA?
PICKENS: I think that the
main problem, of course, is
getting information around. There
was a great fear, at first, that the
two student governments would
spend 90 percent of their time
fighting but that hasn't happened.
There's been a little jealousy
between the two governments but
not. much. The main problem that

I
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we've faced is the lack of official
channels-to pursue grievances
and change policy. The big
problem here is the lack of a
faculty structure (there is no
faculty senate) .and the faculty is
reluctant to take any kind of
action that would either diminish
or reform their power: Some of
the perogatives they have are
straight out of the Middle
Ages-they're really the greatest
obstacle in the path of reform.
LOBO: UNM has a great
number of problems. What theatre
of action will the GSA most
involve itself in this year?
PICKENS: Our main thrust
this year is library reform. This
library is wholly inadequate for
graduates. It is run as sloppily and
inefficiently as any organization I
can think of. It has about a third
as many volumes as a school this
size should have. Another thing is
faculty relations. I want to see
every graduate program have a
meeting of graduate students in
that department at the beginning
of the year.
LOBo: In the past graduate
students have been treated as
beasts of burden in many
cases-no more than shit-detailers.
How are you trying to change the
status of the graduate student?
PICKENS: We've had very
good success as far as TA's, GA's
and RA's go. I think you're aware
of the resolution passed by the
Weihofen Committee which
makes a number of reforms. First
of all, it defines an assistant as a
part-time faculty member which
gives him/her all faculty rights.
·Second of all, it puts out very
clear procedures for dismissal and
suspension and also a system of
warning a graduate student that
he is not performing at a
satisfactory level. And also a very
good systems of appeals, including
the right of appeal to the
Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee which is the. highest
juc;licial body that the faculty has.
LOBO: But realistically do you
expect a lot of professors to
change their attitudes toward

graudate students and, if not, how
would you move against those
who resist the Weihofen
resolution.
PICKENS: Attitudes of course
are relatively hard to attack. We
need a more professional attitude
toward graduate students. It's
really a self-reinforcing process.
And I think that if the faculty
finally sees a graduate assistant
with some pride, with some
morale, with some idea that he is
doing more than just shit work
they will begin to treat him a
good deal differently. If the
graduate students are a little more
responsible, and I think they will
be, if they feel their position is a'
little higher, they'll be looked
upon as junior faculty members.
The main problem is that when
you're a graduate assistant you're
very dependent on that job. If
you lose your job you have to
drop out of graduate school
usually. So you're not in a
situation where you can make
demands very easily, That's my
job because I am beholding to no
one. My job is not dependent on a
faculty member or an
administrator.
I know this University well
enough to put pressure on the
right people. The days of student
grievances being pushed under the
rug are over as far as I am
concerned.
.
_
LOBO: Barring any really,
damaging upheavals this year do
you remain fairly optimistic about
what can be accomplished.
PICKENS: Yes. I was a little
pessimistic at the end of last year
simply because I didn't think the
majority of students really took.
seriously the options, the
alternatives such as the Free
University.
But Amistad will continue and
I think we'll have some pretty
significant reforms in the library
and I believe the faculty will
finally be pushed into some kind
of acceptance of grievance
procedures. Other thah that,
probably ROTC will be under
discussion.
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You Get Off Free•

Maior Grocers Offer
Union OK.ed Grapes

Witnesses Testify to Alleged Police Brutalify at Isla Vista

'

This small temporary Bank of
America building has been serving
patr·ons in Isla Vista, Calif. ·
(UCSB) off-campus community
since the original building was
burned to the ground last Feb. 25.

Temporary

(Editor's Note: The University
of California Santa Barbara
campus was r9cked by more days
of rioting last spring than nearly
/ny other college campus in the
nation. No one is quite sure what
caused the demonstrations or who
started them. However, most are
convinced that the police
overreacted in trying to control
them.
(In the following article Lobo
reporter Dave Brands reports on

police actions during one of the wanted breakfast he could step
demonstrations. A separate report over to the cell door, ... As the
outlining the chances for peace on outer door opened, the guard
the UCSB campus this year will be kicked him in the groin, twisted
printed in tomorrow's Lobo.)
him from the cell and applied the
By DAVE BRANDS
restraining "strangle" hold, . , . A
" 'If you ball me tonight, I'll statement was heard from the
see you get off free' ... " hallway that 'since he has thrown
(policeman to girl at Bank of up, he wouldn't need breakfast' "
America, June 8).
(At Santa Barbara County jail,
"The young man had asked the early morning, June 10).
guard when breakfast would be
So goes some o{ the testimon:~
served. The guard said that if he by students and citizens of Isla
Vista, Calif., the off-campus
college community of 13,000
(9000 students), which borders
the University of California at
Santa Barbara (UCSB).
It is a typical beachside village
with a student hang-out, two
service stations, a grocery store
Burgers
and a bank, the Bank of America,
Bar-B-Q
in its central business district. The
testimony is part of a report
Tenderloin
compiled
by the Faculty-Clergy
Observer Program (FCOP) of
.... HotDogs
Santa Barbara after Isla Vista was
rocked by eight days of rioting
last June.
The report, entitled Isla Vista
III, contains many citings of
alleged police misconduct during
disturbances from June 4-12. (Isla
Vistas I and II included the Feb.
25 burning of a branch of Bank of
America and the April 17 killing
of Kevin Moran, a UCSB student,
who was engaged in an anti-riot
·. t-!J~·,.'
. •
endeavor when he was fatally
wounded by a Santa Barbara
~.~-policeman,)
-··· ---···
' ··-·-·· --...
Action began Thursday, June 4,
-- ·..
after a Santa Barbara County
......
.
-- - -·- -'--··-···· -·-----Grand Jury had indicted 17
persons the day before for the
Feb. 25 bank burning in Isla
Vista. Later, two of those indicted
were
proven to be in jail at the
130 Girard NE
time of the burning.
After four days of sporadic
GREEK 1411: Time to be announ_ced
rock throwing and trash fires
around the bank and neighboring
New Testament Greek for beginners
Perfect Park, the Santa Barbara
Sheriff's Department and Santa
BIBLE 1311: Tuesdays 7-10 pm Christian Student Genter
Barbara Police riot control troops
Genesis through Esther
assisted by the Los Angeles
Sheriff's Special Forces on June 8.
BIBLE 1312: Thursdays 7-10 pm Christian Student Center
By June 11, and after several
The Life and Teaching of Jesus
student-police confrontations,
"peace was restored in Isla Vista.
Arrests from June 6·11 totaled
Register at the Christian Student Center or at first class
667, many of which were made
$5.00-Full Credit
for curfew violations. A 9:30p.m.
curfew was in effect Saturday and
Sunday, June 6 and 7 and
tightened to 7:30 p.m. from June
8·11.
Testimony, however, charges
various policemen with
••
misconduct while arresting curfew

'FLAVORED

IN FLAME'

Open 10:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
842-9270

Across the Street from Popejoy Hall
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Enroll In A
Bible Course For Credit
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"To my knowledge, all the
major Albuquerque chains of
grocery stores are selling union
grapes exclusively," Larry
Kolman, an official of the Retail
Clerks Union said Thursday.
After a five year struggle, the
United Farm Workers Organizing
Committee (UFWOC) has finally
succeeded in signing on the
majority of grape growers in
California to union contracts
providing better pay and working
conditions. As a result, mo&t of
the grapes available for
commercial use are those picked
and packaged by the UFWOC
union.
But if Albuquerque stores are
selling union grapes, most of them
aren't telling.
One Foodway manager (320
Yale SE) when asked about union
grapes laughed and said he didn't
think the grapes were union, but
didn't know and didn't care, he
only sold what Hutchison Fruit
Co. sent him.
Safeway's manager (located one
block east of Girard on Central)
didn't know, while the produce
man said he didn't know and then
ran off before he could be asked
anything further.
The manager of the Campus
Market on 1418 Grand NE, of the
Associated Grocers of Colorado
chain, didn't know and said to
talk to the main office of
Associated Grocers. A
representative of that company
said that all their grapes were
union grapes.
Furr's manager (on 6100
Central SE} wanted to !mow if

.>?

The new Bank of America
structure, located just east of the
temporary bank is scheduled to
Fortress
open around the beginning of the
fall quarter. Described by one
UCSB co-ed as a "fortress", it is
located on the same plot as the
one burned.
violators. Names of those no provocation by the youth.
testifying and of the officers
At the Santa Barbara County
charged were omitted from the jail, there were reports of up to
report because of pending six hours before being booked,
litigation.
delays up to 11 hours in being
"I was arrested for curfew released after bail was posted and
(violation) when L.A. officers meals were detained, if delivered
broke into the apartment and beat at all, for several hours.
me up when I was sitting on the
"In jail I was beaten in a
toilet. They smashed up the
solitary confinement room, for
bathroom door and pulled me by
not putting my hands in my
my hair and collar half-nude some
pockets and for allegedly calling
50 feet to the lawn outside the
an officer a motherfucker. The
apartment. I finally was able to
cell was about four feet by ten
pull up my pants just before I was
feet and dark. The officer who
shoved against a wall. .. " (June
beat me was wearing a beige
8).
colored uniform and had a huge
"I was taken out and led up the beer belly and reddish-blond
stairs, whereon meeting the hair-and smiled every time he hit
remaining policemen coming me. I was hit repeatedly in the
down the stairs, a few grabbed jaw, the head and stomach, and
hold of my breasts in a junior high told, 'Listen, you motherfueker,
school fresh manner" (At an there is only one way to do things
apartment complex, June 10).
in here and that's our way. You
From further testimony, eat when we tell you to eat, sleep
student-police confrontations when we tell you to sleep, shit
showed a lack of restraint by when we tell you to shit,' etc.
police in controlling Each sentence was punctuated
demonstrators at Perfect Park. with a blow to the head or
-"The most brutal and stomach" (June 9).
inhumane act on the part of the
"Tim said that he had
police apart from the beatings was
infectious
hepatitis and that was
the gassing of students with a
he
was
thrown in (solitary),
why
machine fixed on the back of a
He
sounded
very sick and got
truck. When the truck came over
sicker
as
the
day
wore on. Later
and aimed the gas pipe at the
on,
he
reported
that he felt
people's faces, one young man
and
was
hallucinating
....
feverish
reached to knock the pipe from
We
asked
for
medical
attention
his face and the policeman
operating the machine retaliated for him and were told either
by holding the pipe on the guy's nothing or told to shut up. Once
face for about 30 seconds" (June after they came in, one went to
Tim's cell and asked how his
10).
The FCOP group also compiled hepatitis was. He said he was very
reports of the conditions on the feverish and weak. He was
clubbed in the liver by this officer
buses taking arrested persons to and asked, 'Now is it better?'"
jail. All reports mentioned (June 10 and 11).
crowded conditions painful
Such documented testimony, as
plastic handcuffs and t~eats with
this by the FCOP is probably
guns and sticks. Two events
however, are particularly among the first to specifically cite
instances of police brutality
noteworthy:
compiled by a nonpartisan group.
More than five people The credibility of the report by
witnessed a young man running a itself might appear questionable at
high fever who vomited upon first glance. However, The Lobo
himself and the bus floor. This was at Isla Vista on Sept. 4 to
elicited jeers and threats from interview students and citizens.
officers and the driver. Upon Results of the interviews and a
arrival (at the jail) the sick youth prospectus of the 1970·71 school
was forced to clean up the vomit year at UCSB will be covered in
with his own shirt,
tomorrow's Lobo.
Because of crowded conditions
a young man sat in the aisle of a
New Mexico Lobo
bus. More than seven people
Vol.
74
No.3
witnessed an officer, who can be
readily identified, grab an
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
overhead bar, raise hitnself and
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
let his full weight fall on the
Editorial Phone { 505)
youth's genitals. Onlookers saw
277·4102, 277-4202
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GSA Elections

Professors Receive Grants

GSA will hold elections
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 3'
p.m. at the GSA offices in the
northeast corner of the Union.
Budget and constitutional
amendments will be voted on.
Anyone who did not vote at
registration has the opportunity
to vote at this time.

Two UNM professors have been
awarded grants totaling $50,758.
The first grant of $40,758 was
awarded to William R. Fishburn,
to continue a special training
program for rehabilitation
counselors. Clifford Abe will assist
Fishburn. The two year program

I
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It's a free for wall!
j

That's right, college folk. 7UP'', The

I

Uncola·•·", is offering you a super neat Uncola
poster for your wall absolutely free! All you do
is send your name and address to: U neola College
Offer, P.O. Box 14031. St. Louis, Mo. 631 ?H. (Or
have someone write it for you if you go to one of
those "progressive" schools.)
This ~emi-bcautiful 2 !"by 11"poster is perfect for covering unsightly sections of your wall
like doors, clocks and windows. Also, this snazzy
poster is actually hanging in The Louvre in Paris!
That's right, The Louvre Car and Body Shop,

\

~lrP

tht 1 ., •t!'or ~Htl('}V.
nt;inuu1 iq that of tJw

Paris, North Dakota. (Hours: () to 5. appointments only, closed on Wednesdays. J
Along with your poster we're going to send
you absolutely FREE, FREE, FREE an un-pun
sticker and all kinds of 7UP literata on more
llncola stuff that's available. (The kind you'll
like!) Mcrchandata ranging from really big 7UP
posters to Turn-Un lamps. You'll be the envy of
your room (especially if you live alone).
So send for your free 7UP poster. Don't de·lay! Act today! Supply is limited to the first 7 million requests. Offer Expires December 31, 1970.
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Gimme, gimme, gimme!

Thank you,
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State

Send to:
Uncola College Offer,
P. 0. Box 14031,
St. Louis, Mo. 63178
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Dear 7UP folk:

''7lH"' A"'t
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Richard E. Lawrence, dean of
the College of Education will
speak at the annual meeting of the
International Reading Assn. of
Bernalillo County. His topic will
be "Teachers for a Real World".
The meeting will be Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. at the First National
Bank, Central and San Mateo NE.

Environmental Problems

New Mexican Party

The Independent New Mexican
Environmental problems and
Party (INMP) is registering any their relationship to public
New Mexico resident 18-years-old welfare will be discussed by
or over in the Union lobby. Walter Orr Roberts at the Sept. 17
Registration will continue through meeting for the regional advisory
Wednesday, at 4:30p.m.
committee to the UNM Prograr:d:
Eighteen-year-old registrants for Advanced Study in Public
will automatically be able to vote Science Policy and
in the Nov. 3 general elections if Administration. Roberts,
the INMP wins their voting rights president of the University
suit Sept. 25.
Corporation for Atmospheric
A special meeting presented by Research, Boulder, Colo. will
the Young Independent New speak at the Sunport.
Mexicans concerning 18-year-old
The committee to the UNM
voting rights will be held program is com posed of
Wednesday evening, Sept. 16, in executives of major
Union rooms 231A, B and C. science-related agencies, and
Speakers will include Dr. John companies in the Southwest.
Salazar, INMP gubernatorial
UNM President Ferrel Heady
candidate, Gerry Gerken, state will chair the session and outline
representative candidate from previous progress. Also slated to
Bernalillo County's District 8, and speak is Albert H. Rosenthal,
Larry Tapia, an attorney for the director of the program.
INMP.

[
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Education Dean to Speak

trains students for work which
include physical and social
rehabilitation.
The other grant of $10,000 was
awarded Lee Brown Jr. of the
economics department. His
program will include studies for
recycling of water in industry, He
also hopes to project further
water requirements for the state,
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New Director
Dan Chavez, formerly assistant
director of Continuing Education
at UNM, has been named director
of the College Enrichment
Program effective Sept. 14.
Replacing Chavez is William
Naylor. He will be responsible for
the University's program of 150
noncredit evening and Saturday
courses.
Chavez replaces Louis
Bransford who has returned to
full time teaching in the Guidance
and Special Education
departments. The College
Enrichment Program provides
assistance to students who need
help but who have the potential
for graduate or professional study.

Interested in Grass?
Plans are now being made to
construct a park, including trees
and grass to be located near the
Union, This project is being done
by students receiving funds from
ASUNM.
Anyone interested in helping
plan or construct the park should
contact Tomm Hogg or call
ASUNM at 277-4406.

,,'

New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publicnhons of the
Assodated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and Is
not financially nssocintl'd with
t'NM. Printed by the UNM l'rlnting
P.nnt with second class postar.e paid
at Albuqut•rqur, New Mt•xit•o,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
th(' ncad(~mic v'·ar.
Th(! <>Pinions !'XPrt•sst•d on tlw
thtJH(l

announce ", .. we can see the real
end of this road," and add "as of
Sept. 1, the AFL-CIO boycott (of
California table grapes) is
officially declared to be off."
Meany said he was sure the
remaining growers will sign soon.
Almost all table grapes eaten in
the U.S. come from California.
Safeway alone uses approximately
five percent of the entire crop.

Campus Briefs

0

'l'h~

HOURS: 8:30-5:30 M-F & 9:00-12:00 St:~t.

union grapes were "a new kind of
table grape," then said he didn't
know what they sold.
Farmer's Market (corner of
Stanford and Lead) displays the
purple, spread-winged eagle of the
union proudly.
None of the other stores would
allow inspection of the crates
their grapes were shipped in,
Caesar Chavez organized the
farm workers (specifically table
grape pickers) in California in
1965 into the UFWOC. He was
himself a fruit picker in the early
1960's and so his leadership gre~
out of his knowledge of the
laborer's needs. For five years he
and his organizers existed on a
salary of $5 a week, plus
d-onations of food, while the
laborers lived solely on donations
from other unions.
A major reason why the strike
took so long is that the National
Labor Relations Board (NLRB),
a u t h o r i z e d t o p r o s e c u te
employers who do not negotiate
with a union, has no power to
force negotiations in agricultural
disputes. The Taft-Hartley Act
(1935) says agricultural laborers
are not covered by any of the
protective rights promised to
other laborers. The national
consumer boycott of table grapes
essentially forced negotiations,
nothing else.
By the end of the summer, 85
percent of the growers of
California had signed with the
union. This prompted AFL-CIO
President George Meany to
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One of Middle America's greatest
curiosities has always been long
hair. The inevitable "Why the
hair?" is a question that has
confronted every long-maned man,
but apparently the incessant and
often irritating questioning has
been no deterrent to growth at
UNM.
And it appears that hair is here
to stay. Fads usually indicate a
consensus in motives and desires
but a Lobo sampling of several
students produced wide variations
in rationale.
Dale Suago of Taos Pueblo sees a
link between hair and culture. "It's
a sign of manhood for me," says l>
Dale.
Toad Thompson explains that
1ong hair is "a home for lice-all
you need is one mother lice to lay
about 200 eggs and when they
hatch you have a lot of friends."
Christopher Specter dismisses
bizzare reasons for growing gobs of
hair with a simple, "It just grows
out of your head."
The consensus seems to be that
it's just too much of a hassle to get
a haircut, unless, as Bob Mannie
explains, "You're into that profit
motive thing."
Almost everyone agrees that long
hair is attractive but Peter Hartley
still gets a haircut "when the spring
winds come."
Surprisingly enough, long hair
was not mentioned in any political ~
context and although Michael
Chase has "liberated" his hair he , .admits, "I have nothing to do with
my hair-it's a separate entity."
Vice-President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender is an astute
observer of the campus scene and is
always a reliable source on such
matters as to the look of the
student body. "It looks like our
hairiest year yet,'' Lavender
shrewdly observed during
registration.
The VP's heady comment is
probably true-with the very
conspicuous exception of himself.

SPECTER

Lobo Review
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CHASE

Lobo photos by Robert Wasserman

Without Food Supplier

Although unable to secure a through the school lunch
low cost food supplier to provide program, and we will provide a
:;,r.'!i:"·.·:, hot lunches, the UNM Child Care snack."
.· <:{;, · ! Center opened yesterday for some
She said the sack lunch plan
60 children.
would satisfy state requirements
.:: I Using funds appropriated by for feeding children in day care
ASUNM, GSA and the University, centers "as long as the children
the center's organizers spent the are at the center not more than 20
summer attempting to find food hours a week."
supplier, adequate supplies to
"The next battle will be to get
furnish the center in its Mesa our own kitchen facilities. When
Vista Hall location, and signing up we are sure of ASUNM and GSA
children and their parents who support and have firm student
will man the center as volunteers, support as shown by petitions, we
"All food suppliers contacted will present the administration
this summer have quoted prices our request," LaRue said.
T h e cen t er can get
prohibitive to the budget," said
Dondi LaRue, one of the center's commodities and reimbursement
organizers.
for food costs up to a certain
Food cost estimates for hot amount, under the food for
lunches, snacks and milk were children program of the
sought from the Union food Department of Agriculture," said
services, the dormitory food LaRue.
service and off-campus suppliers.
The center opened at 8:30a.m.
The Union management
yesterday
and is providing care for
provided only estimates based on
50
children
over two years old,
"through the line prices," the
and
10
younger
children, About
same prices offered to students
12
parents
are
assisting
the staff in
going through the cafeteria lines
the
care
of
the
children.
which amounted to "somewhere
The Mesa Vista site was
near 8 5 cents a meal."
"We could not afford it," said renovated over the summer to
Louise Belotti, the Child Care fulfill state requirements for space
and facilities for children.
Center director.
The center, operating on a
"Price estimates supplied by
the dormitory food service budget of $11,350 jointly
amounted to about 55 cents per provided by ASUNM and GSA
meal per child but did not include was set up last spring.
bread and milk," LaRue said.
A meeting has been called at 7
She continued, "We have p.m. tonight for parents of
virtually no program. We are going children using, or interested in the
to have parents bring sack lunches center to plan staffing and discuss
for their child. We can get milk center problems, LaRue said.
not a picture you soon forget.
F ellini does this several times
during the film (several of which I
haven't caught yet, I'm sure), and
while it sounds trivial, it is just one
of the many points which add up
to make this a film which, if you
give it half a chance, will leave
you stunned .... and thinking.
''Airport" and "Getting
Straight" and "They Shoot
Horses" are also currently playing,
for those who like to take in a
good flick. But for anyone who
would like to get as much out of a
film as they would out of a walk
through an excellent art gallery,
"Satyricon" is a must. What I
have said is only a fraction of the
thoughts and emotions I have
about it; there are as many
approaches to it as there are
people. Go, and see what it does
to you. You may even wind up
sending Federico a thank you
note.

Send Federico a Thank You
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Trying to review a Fellini film
is rather like attempting to
critique the Bible: no one is really
competent enough; much of it is
cryptic and can mean very
different things to different
people; you get something new
out of it every time you
experience it; and the creator of
the work is without a doubt a
genius.
Federico Fellini's latest work,
"Satyricon"-his most
spectacular, and probably most
controversial-is currently being
shown at the Lobo Theater. I
hope it has a very long run,
because everyone who wants to
sec it should have a chance to see
it many times-no one could
possibly take it all in during one
viewing, and it takes on new
dimensions and meaning each
time you see it.
The uninitiated should be
forcwarned-"Satydcon" is as
much like other movies as the Taj
Mahal is like the buildings in
downtown Albuquerque, as a Zap
comic book is like other comics.
The medium is the same, but what
is conveyed is a universe removed.
Conventional films have a story to
tell, and their merit lies in how it
is told-the suspense, the
photographic artistry, the moods
set by dialog and visual effects,
etc. With Fellini, the story is only
incidental, and when it interferes
with what he is trying to convey,
he discards it. Mood reigns, and
plot, continuity, even reason, play
second fiddle. Anyone who
doesn't come to realize this, and
views it as they would any other
movie, is bound to be
disappointed.
"Satyricon" does have a "plot"
of sorts. It is an Alice in
Wonderland odyssey whose scene
is, as the advertisements say,
"Rome, , .Before Christ.,."
(After Fcllini). And Fcllini shows
Rome in all the grotesque
decadence for which that period
became infamous. His scen-!s seem
at first to be pure fantasy, but if
you could visit that era you just
might find that Fellini's portrayal
is nearly accurate.
Then there is the "cast"-the
most outlandish collection of
ghouls, monsters and freaks the
screen has ever seen. No place but
a leper colony has ever had such a
population; certainly all the
inhabitants of Rome never looked
like this. But then, if these. peopl_e
were gross, vile and ugly m the1r
lives, what better way to portray
them than with the strange
collection of people Fellini
assembled for t.he film.
The story, then, is compl.etcly
unimportant. 'l'he fantastic
maelstrom of exotic and erotic
scenes is indeed a vision of pagan
Rome, but it gcl;s to be a heavy
one if you view the entire two
'rucsday, September 15, 197&

hour 15 minute movie on that
level: The incredible fascination
and pure beauty of "Satyricon"
comes when you begin to come in
tune with Fellini's
style--something many people will
never do because they can't get
past the grossness, it requires too
much effort (it doesn't,
really-you just let yourself go,
liberate your mind), they try to
"understand" the meaning of
every scene, or a variety of other
reasons.
One point of style I found
particularly fascinating (and I
discovered it only during my
second viewing) was the way
Fellini unexpcct~Jdly injects into a
scene a segment, lasting only
about three seconds, which simply
and starkly depicts that emotion
which is being portrayed by the
ongoing action. One example is
when the apartment complex is
falling in ruin, as from an
earthquake, and there are people
screaming and falling into space,
horses struggling to keep their
feet, walls and floors falling
away-a scene of real terror. But
that terror could not be more
truly depicted than with the brief
shot of an ancient woman
standing in a corner, her toothless
mouth frozen wide open with
sheer fright. As brief as it is, it is
.-.
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Cyclone's Passing Attack_
Could DemolishWolfpack i

r

By PAUL FLECK
Wary of the tough Big Eight
Conference traditions and also
aware of the tough scouting
report on Iowa State turned in by
assistant coach Gary Sloan, Coach
Rudy Feldman · confronted the
press yesterday with a realistic
appraisal of the chances for
victory in the season opener Saturday night.
"In opening games you must be
accurate in your estimate,"
Feldman told sportswriters at a
luncheon at the Downtowner
Motel, "because you just don't
know what kind of a team you
have until you play."
Feldman warned not to let
Iowa State's record last year ( 3-7)
be a guide to the Cyclone's
strength this season. He pointed
out that besides being in one of
the best football leagues in the
country, ISU is a "very tough
beginning-of-the-year team."
·
The records back Feldman.
Last season the Cyclones were
beaten in the opener, 14-13, by a

potent Syracuse team and
bounced back to shut out BYU,
10-0. It was the only time all
season that the Cougars were shut
out. And in the next four games
Iowa State proceeded to upset
Illinois and Kansas by lopsided
scores.
"In the Big Eight, a loss or two
puts you cut of the race," said
Feldman, "and they (ISU) seem
to let down at the end of the
season. But at the beginning they
are always fired up."
Two seasons ago the Cyclones
also collected their three victories
in the first five games and then
lost the last five straight.
Sloan, who scouted the Iowans
last year in their spring game, also
addressed the press. "Iowa State is
a big, strong, tough and very
physical football team," he
recalled, "and their execution is as
good as you will find anywhere in
the country."
Sloan was particularly
impressed with the Cyclones'
''tenacious" defense. "Overall

kapy karl'1er
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 M<>deira NE

Coloring

Ben's Barbershop
&
Hairstyling

Straightening
Men's Full Wigs
For Appointment Call

255-4371
Ron, Tom, Ben At Your Service
2914 Central S.E.
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By United Press International

Ky to March for Victory
WASHINGTON-The Rev. Carl Mcintire returned Monda.y from a
trip to Saigon and said South Vietnamese Vice President Nguyen
Cao Ky would definitely appear at a "Rally For Victory" in
Washington Oct. 3.
Mcintire, a fundamentalist preacher who sponsored a. ~imilar
win-the-war rally last spring; predicted that next month's event
would draw half a million persons. He described it as ''a great
gathering o:C the hawks."
"Vice President Ky ~ill be another Agnew," Mcintire told
reporters.
"Possibly he will out-Agnew Agnew," referring to Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew's strong rhetoric.
Mcintire flew to Saignon late last week to see Ky after reports
circulated that efforts were being made by U.S. officers ana the
South Vietnamese embassy to get Ky to call off an appearance at the
rally at the Washington Monument.
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Strange Bedpartners

Jay Morrison-A Proven Safety

WASHINGTON-The AFL-CIO and U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
usually on opposite sides of most economic issues, teamed Monday
to urge defeat of President Nixon's $1.1 billion air antipollution
proposal to tax lead gasoline additives.
Andrew J. Biemiller, organized labor's chief lobbyist, told the
House Ways and Means Committee the tax, which would add about
two to three cents a gallon on leaded fuel, would be "a license to
pollute if you pay the price."
In separate testimony, Walker Winter, a board member of the
chamber, the nation's largest business organization, said the
proposed levy "is a penalty tax on leaded gasoline" that would raise
the price of gasoline by about six percent. He also said the tax would
put the greatest burden on low income groups with older cars.
Both backers showed up Monday for the administration's lead tax
intended to encourage refiners to switch to low lead, or non-leaded
fuel.

Olympic Pool Plans
Altered on Campus
A proposed $1 million
swimming pool to be built on the
east end of Johnson Gym will be
housed in a conventional building
instead of having a bubble top.
Approval of the design change
for the olympic-size pool was
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SCHWINN VARSITY~ SPORT

• 10 speed
derailleur goars
• Sports style
handlebars

$84 95
•

$U0,9o

with fcnderu

• Duai ..Position
caliper brake
levers

• Twin·Stik'M gear•
shift controls
Schwinn's outstanding lightweight biko
with features and cquiptnent u•ually
found on bikes costing muc::h more.

lwin·Siik'"' gear shift controls, dual position caliper brake lovers. c:orne in
today for a lcsl ride-you'll be glad
you did.
Moslor Chargo

Sankamcricard
Repairs On All Makos

Hansen Cycles
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Hostages Return
ROME-=-Ninety-five women and children who had been aboard a
Trans World Airlines Boeing 707 jet hijacked to Jordan eight days
ago resumed their journey to New York City Monday, still tense and
tired from the ordeal. Some had left husbands, fathers or other loved
ones behind in Arab guerrilla hands.
Their flight was due to arrive at New York's Kennedy Airport at
7:35p.m. EDT.
.
"My husband end father are still prisoners," said Mrs. Naomi
Feinstein of New York City during a stopover in Rome. "I only
hope I will be able to re-embrace them soon. Otherwise I will lose
my mind."
With Mrs. Feinstein were her children, Stewart, Daniel, Howard
and Ellen, who were released with her by the guerrillas,
A total of 97 hijack hostages were in the party when it left
Nicosia, Cyprus at 10:05 a.m. (4:05 a.m. EDT) on a special TWA
flight to New York, but two German women deplaned during a
stopover in Rome to transfer to a flight to Germany. The remainder
departed Rome at 3:18p.m. (9:18a.m. EDT).
All had been headed for New York when their plane was hijacked
Sept. 6 shortly after takeoff from Frankfurt, Germany,

Pep Rally Set
For Friday Night

Only you can prevent forest fires.

Rhodes Committee Probes Causes

MEXICO LOBO

they have a consistently excellent
defense. Often last year just one
letdown sprung one big play that
would beat them."
The assistant coach singled out
Tony Washington, a safety, and
Mark Withrow, a linebacker, as
"possibly" the best in the Big
Eight" at their respective
positions.
Asked about ISU's probable
starting quarterback George
Amundson, Sloan verified that the
sophomore from Aberdeen, S.D.
was a capable, hard-throwing
prospect. "They will send out as
many as five receivers, and
Amundson, who was the
conference discus throwing champ
last year, can hit them-especially
deep," Sloan said.
Coupled with a good passer,
receiver Otto Stowe may grab
All-American honors. Sloan also
mentioned Dave McCurry, a 6-2
flanker, as another dangerous
threat,
A good passing attack can sink
the Lobos. "We have only two
proven men in the defensive
secondary, (Jay) Morrison and
(Bob) Gaines," conceded
Feldman.
Asked if this was a main worry
up against passing attack like Iowa
State is capable of manning,
Feldman summed it up with a
simple "yes."

Friday, Sept. 18, at 8 p.m.
there will be a pelJ rally in
Johnson Gym in preparation for
the Lobos' home opener against
Iowa State University.
The agenda for the pep rally
will include the Chaparrals,
cheerleaders and introduction of
the 1970 UNM football team and
coaches.

-.~·

3013 Monte Vista Blvd. NE
telephone 255-4851

made by the Regents Saturday
after they were told six years of
experimentation, design and
research indicated costs of heating
an all-weather outdoor pool
would be prohibitive.
Sherman Smith, vice president
for administration and
development, said the original
design was to use electricity to
keep the decks and the people in
the pool area warm but that
design was discarded when it was
found "the power designs of
electric heating were prohibitively
high."
Next, he said, "extensive
research with gas heating was
conducted" including the building
of a mockup of two heating units
but that that plan was also
discarded when it was
"reluctantly concluded" that no
one could be sure gas heating
would work.
Originally the pool was to be
surrounded by a plastic and steel
"bubble" with open sky above.
Additionally there was to be a
separate diving pool which has
now also been deleted from the
project and replaced by a therapy
pool.
Armond Seidll~r, chairman of
the department of lwalth, physical
education and recreation, said the
therapy pool was necessary irt the
school's work with the
handicapped. The University is
currently engaged in a program
which trains "several hundt·ed"
mentally or physically
handicapped children of which
recreation is an portant part,
Smith added.
Seidler !mid the main pool's
function will be "first for
instruction, Sl'Cond for recreation
and third for competition." Even
with the addif,ion of the new pool,
however, thl' Unive"sity will have
"only about one·half the water" it
should have for its size, he added.
Approval to begin construction
must still be granted by the state
Board of Educational Pinance and
the Department of Finance
Administration prior to Jetting
bids. Original approval to allocate
money for the pool was included
in a 1968 bond issue and under
the terms of that bond issue the
money cannot "otherwise be
spent," Smith said.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

lntergation Tension Flares
BOGALUSA, La.-All public schools in Bogalusa were closed
indefinitely Monday following what a school official described as
"an outbreak on the west campus" of Bogalusa High SchooL
Supervisor C. T. Houston said the school board decided to
suspend classes at all schools "because of unrest" after the incident
spread to other campuses .
Houston said the cause of the outbreak was "hard to isolat.e," but
he added it probably was tied to "the tension of integration."
There are 10 schools in Bogalusa, with the high school split into
two campuses.

Dry Cleaning--30¢-lb

Commission Reviews Strike
By ED SCOBLE
The President's Commission on
Campus Unrest considers
sociological problems of
Mexican-Americans and Indians a
major factor in last May's student
strike.
The commission, created by
President Nixon to enlighten the
administration on the question of
gnll'oing militancy on college
campuses, visited UNM the
weekend of Aug, 29.
Joseph Rhodes Jr. and Revius
Orteque, the commissioners
visiting UNM, also looked into the
incident at Albuquerque High
school, (a rock throwing melee
between peace demonstrators and
high school students) and into
verification of blue-collar support
for certain student organizations.
Early in August, Rhodes spoke
with several bayonet victims and
ASUNM President Eric Nelson.
The second series of interviews
covered overt episodes in the
student strike and probed its
covert causes.
Arrangements for the
commission's second visit were
made by Maureen Hightower, a
member of the Student Coalition
for Peace. Coalition assistance was
recommended by ASUNM
President Eric Nelson. "I felt the
Coalition was better equipped and
in a position to fulfill such a
request," Nelson said.
Carl Lapopolo, chief Coalition
spokesman, had a somewhat
different viewpoint. "They choose
the Coalition because they (the
Coalition) were people and
wanted to be treated like people
and because we don't go through
the bureaucratic bullshit other
student organizations go
through-we get the job done," he
said.
The commission requested
Coalition people take charge of
scheduling testimony and
accommodations. China
Alterman, a member of Rhodes
personal staff, requested that
Coalition personnel provide a
sociological overview of the state's
Mexican-American and Indian
populations and also information
on the Albuquerque High school
incident.
In addition to the assigned
commission staff, Rhodes
maintains a personal staff to
investigate areas he feels are
overlooked. "Joe covers the
expense of his staff with earnings
from his position with the Ford
Foundation," said John
Lanterman, a member of Rhodes
staff.
Testifying before the
commission was UNM President
Ferrel Heady, who described the
Coalition's handling of
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Police Chief Martin Vigil, and
National Guard Adjutant General
John Jolly were scheduled to
testify but each declined on the
advice of his lawyer. Public
disclosure of their testimony may
have influenced the outcome of a
suit now pending against them.
The suit arose from National
Guard action during the student
strike and names each of them as
a defendent.
The commission, empowered to
issue subpoenas, chose not to do
so, "'I'hey felt that nothing could
be gained if the testimony were
not given on a voluntary basis and
wished to protect everyone's
constitutional rights," said
Lapopolo.
Aside from testimony, Rhodes
viewed several reels of film dealing
with strike events and received the
official strike chronology
compiled by the executive
secretary of ASUNM, Donna
Fossum. The strike chronology
includes the events leading up to
the strike, the University closing,
the National Guard action, and
the University's reopening.
Commissioners Rhodes and
Orteque also met with Arthur B.
Lopez, consultant to blue-collar
workers employed by the city.
The meeting, scheduled by the
Coalition, covered blue-collar
· support of student organizations,
including promised backing of the
Student Coalition for Peace.
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SUGAR SHACK CLEANERS
Convenient-8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Alianza. A number of student
groups also testified, including
Students for Responsible Action.
Those testifying were informed
their testimony was to become
part of the official commission
record. However, commission
chairman William Scranton
contacted in Washington refused
comment when queried on the
point.
Governor David Cargo, State

Dogs or other pets are not
permitted in University buildings
or on University premises for
sanitary reasons.-UNM Bulletin

*Professional laundry & dry cleaning
service available

Close-109 Yale S.E.

commtss10n activities "a little
unusual" but was satisfied with
the commission's line of
questioning. Also testifying were
several bayonet victims not heard
from previously, KOB newsman
Bill Norlander, a cross-section of
Mexican-American and Indian
o1·ganizations including the
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Bema: Dear President Heady.

By ROBERT S. GOETSCH

(The following was a letter to
UNM President Ferrel Heady.)
I have in my possession a copy of
the "Statement of Policy" adopted
by the UNM Regents on Aug. 8,
1970. I have read this statement, and
certain questions regarding the
content of· it have occurred to me.
As a graduate student at UNM, I feel
that it is my responsibility to
communicate with you about these
questions.
Under the first division of this
statement, I find that "the Regents
call upon the administration and
faculty to continue to implement
reasonable means for hearing the
voices of students." However, the
only real meaning that I can find in
the entire section is that the
administration and faculty will listen
to ~:tudents when and if the
administration and faculty feel like
it, and that the 'cbroad avenues of
communication ... " will perhaps
never become avenues of action. I
still find the attitude of the Regents
to be one of condescension and
authoritarianism, rather than one of
fellowship and cooperation. When
methods of peaceful change are so

limited, it is sheer arrogance to
demand that "students... reject the
tactics of disruption as a method of
implementing change... "
Th'e second section of this
statement is titled "rights and
responsibilities at UNM." Section 6
of this part of the statement, on
pages 6-8, constitutes, in my
opinion, a tremendous threat to both
the political and academic freedom
of students and faculty on this
campus. I feel that portions of this
section abridge or deny certain
constitutionally guaranteed rights,
especially the rights of free speech
and free assembly.
Particularly, what constitutes
obstruction and disruption? A
peaceful but ('unauthorized"
presentation of student grievances to
the UNM president? And, what is
"unauthorized" entry? Do I need a
permit from you to enter my student
Union? What constitutes
intimidation? Can "there be verbal
intimidation? Is that anything like
"verbal assault?" Any sort of strong
criticism can be termed intimidation.
What has happened to my freedom
of speech?
The section banning defacement
of University property seems to be
made to order for limiting free
speech. Any "unauthorized" sign or
poster, if expressing ideas or urging
actions frowned upon by the
Regents or administration, could be
torn down or covered up by
"authorized" persons. I suggest that
any large crowd, gathered on the
campus, would, of necessity,
somewhat interfere with access to or
exit from certain limited portions of
the campus. Under this restriction,
any gathering could be banned on
the UNM campus. And where can I
get the proper authority to set a fire
to damage or destroy University
property? This seems to be a
superfluous restriction.
I thoroughly agree with the
restriction set forth on the "use or
possession of the campus of firearms,
(and) ammunition." To really
enforce this, I suggest that you

• •

search the dorms, room by room. president under the "state of
This would be very unpopular, but emergency," such a state of
you would find a lot of weapons in emergency being determined by the
the possession of one of the most president himself. I find the
violence-prone segments of the delegation of such authority by the
campus community: the far right.
Regents to the president to be
Section 6 presents problems about irresponsible. I am frightened by the
the interference with free speech. vagueness of the conditions which
How precise a definition will you or constitute a state of emergency:
the Regents use of "incitement" in "That the orderly processes of the
an emergency? And another section _ University are seriously threatened."
could be used to show that the A strike by the Physical Plant would
statement, "Give me liberty or give surely threaten a good many orderly
me death," demonstrates the processes. Would the president
"probability that the person declare a state of emergency and fire
constitutes a physical danger to every striker? Would a peaceful,
himself."
non-violent march that drew
Two other sections, taken students away from classes threaten
together, act as a sort of blanket "the orderly processes of the
injunction against any sort of University"?
demonstration for which permission
Finally, I was nearly infuriated by
has not been obtained from the the section titled "Academic Due
administration or Regents. Could Process at UNM." Under the cloak of
you give me further information on this noble clause, the Regents
what dangerous and subversive proceed to destroy due process at
actions might be covered under UNM. "The Interim Standby Policy
section 6(a)(xi)?
may also be invoked if the president
Finally, I feel that the section reports to the Regents that, in his
setting forth the penalties for judgement, the regular campus
violating any of the above judicial process is failing or is likely
restrictions, is intended to intimidate to fail to accord due process to the
any persons who might find student charged or to the University
themselves in opposition to the community as a whole; and if the
Regents, the administration or the Board (of Regents) concurs with the
state legislature.
president's judgement." The intent is
I fully realize that section 6 is an clear. If the president or Regents
interim measure. However, since it disagree with the Student Standards
would be the basis of a future, Committee, or if outside pressure is
permanent standard, I would brought to bear upon them to
certainly appreciate it if you would disagree, due process guaranteed to
inform me of your opinion of these students as members of the
standards, and reply to some of the Associated Students is to be ignored.
And the Regents undoubtedly
objections I have raised..
On page 9, in the introductory wonder why students regard them
passage to the section titled "State suspiciously.
of Emergency," it is stated that the
This entire document is aimed at
University must be free from making both students and faculty
"coercion and the unlawful. use of totally unquestioningly subservient
force." Exactly how would you to the Regents and the
describe the recent actions on administration. This document
campus of armed gangs of uniformed ignores several of the Constitutional
men v.:hose presence. was not rights of students and faculty. I beg
au thor1zed by yourself or the you to believe that enforcement of
Regents?
this policy can only result in further
I am extremely distrustful of the alienation of the student body from
dictatorial powers granted to the the administration of the University.
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Vice President Spiro Agnew last
and committments abroad, he will have sacrificed years, yes, and
night launched another attack on
States has been all the time and
hint darkly that the President has some their lives in as selfless a
Agnew also told the news
congressional "radical liberals"
where he stands today.
been
taken
over
by
the
conference
he will face militafi-tcause
as
any
nation
has
ever
calling them "the nation's major military-industrial complex.
"And
this
is
very
significant.
students
on
national television in
undertaken."
roadblock for the remainder of
for this senator who as much as the near future to discuss campus
"When
the
President
uses
The Vice President then added
this century both in our quest for force-as he did in Cambodia-to
any other American political life problems "in an atmosphere
world peace and in the progress protect American lives, the radical that the radical liberals were
has always had his political course where there are no
beginning to "read the mood of
we must make at home."
charted out for him in advance by demonstrations and no
liberal gets almost hysterical."
the
American people" and as they
Once again, however, Agnew
those
sage navigators-the cheerleaders." The date of the
Agnew added that the radical did so they were trying to
refused to name those liberal
professional
pollsters."
will also excuse "campus
meeting, he said, was not yet
congressmen who he considers to violence as the inevitable and "disguise their identity. Lately
Agnew also said Fulbright "will settled.
they
have
started
coming
to
town
be the major stumbling blocks for justified response of the
not be forgotten" for saying that
He added that he thought such
the Nixon administration. He did, alienated-but he luridly masquerading as moderates."
the United States "ought to a meeting would help toward "a
Moderates
however, make several clear denounces the reaction of workers
welcome North Vietnam's greater accord between the
But, Agnew said, (referring to
references to a number of senators and the peacekeeping efforts of
prceminance in Indo- administration and students," and
including Edward Kennedy, the police as harbingers of Sen. George McGovern D·N.D.)
china . . . . When he is that it would clear up the Nixon
"the senator who rose in the
D·Mass. and William Fulbright, fascism."
retired ... there will be bipartisan administration's position on
world's greatest deliberative body
D·Ark.
rejoicing all over America."
• national problems.
Speaking at the Albuquerque
Civic Auditorium, Agnew
Calming the Country
characterized the liberals in
"All too often the things on
Congress as patriots but added
which we both agree on are lost in
that they are "neo·isolationthe incentive and the chanting." If
ists . . . at a time when
students and administrative
nco-isolationism openly invites
spokesmen ean sit down together
communist aggression."
it would go a long way toward
"Social Permissionists"
calming the country, he said.
They are "social pcrmissivists at
"Really what we are all looking
a time when America just can't
for is freedom" to live as we wish
stand more permissiveness if this
to live and to elect whom we want
society is to control the radicalism
to represent us. However, the
at its roots," he said.
country
cannot allow a minority
Speaking at a Republican Party
to
dictate
what the majority will
fund·raising rally Agnew called
do, Agnew said.
the radicals a group of people who
"We can't govern by
will do anything to undermine the
referendum
every Monday
policies of the Nixon
morning."
administration. "Such, my
Agnew also said he would be
friends, arc the radical liberals in
making appearances on some
the Congress of the United States.
college campus•:s this fall but did
"They des! roycd a President of
not name any.
their own party, Lyndon Johnson.
In response to a question on
Now they arc trying to destroy
the state of the nation's economy
another, Richard Nixon. But they
he said the administration did not
are going to fail. Because in 1970
think "the economic issue is a
Democrats, Republicans and
hindrance to this administration.'
independents, moderates, centrists
We know that . . . the
and conservatives are going to join
super-heated economy is difficult
together to administer the
Scurry to Canada
to reverse.''
to
say
that
this
'chamber
reeks
of
Bolster Campaigns
poI i tical defeats that they so
"The radical liberal will tell you
Agnew added that the
blood' will have a hard time
Agnew was in New Mexico to "Democrats created inflation and
richly deserve."
that if the war goes on, the best of convincing"
the country that "he bolster the campaign of
"Delays, Weakens"
our young people will scurry off is a model" ate man."
it is a false issue for them." He
Republican senatorial hopeful also said that "by the end of this
Agnew added that the radical to Canada; he will tell you that
Kennedy,
Agnew
said,
"enlisted
Anderson Carter. Carter is running
liberal "is the kind who delays, or the real heroes are the ones who
suddenly" as a moderate and against incumbent Democrat year unemployment will reverse
weakens or opposes 1lVery refusetoserveinthearmedforces
itself. I think we have seen the
lashed out at "student radicals as Joseph Montoya,
anti-crime bill the President sends of the United States.
worst of it."
At a news conference earlier in
up-at least until public pressure
"Now those may be the heroes 'apostles of force,' 'campus
Agnew also said that "every
becomes irrcsistablc.
of radical libe!·als-but they arc commandos.' Why, he compared the day the Vice President said accusation that I've seen that my
them
to
the
Palestinian
terrorists.
Montoya was "not necessarily a
"He supports every effort to not our hct•ocs," he said.
How surprising-and how radical liberal but he is certainly a rhetoric is polarizing the country"
undercut the President's authority
"Out heroes m·c the American
interesting-that (Kennedy) big spender."· He repeated that is also accompanied by· the same
in foreign policy.
youth who respond to their
should now come charging in theme to the over 500 faithfuls type of rhetoric or worse.
"When the President asks for country's call, who do their
from the far left of the political who payed $100 a person and "Everything I've read is a poorly
the money and weapons needed eotlntry's bidding in a time of
spectrum
toward the center, $150 a couple to attend the · conce~led smoke screen to hid the
to maintain America's strength crises. Our heroes are those Who
fact !;hat these people can't
where the President of the United evening fund-raising rally.
Wednesday, September 16, 1970
answer my questions."
-'
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